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Abstract
In Calabi-Yau string compactication, we nd a new type of SU(5)U(1)
2
model (the aligned SU(5) U(1)
2
model) in which the SU(5) diers from the
standard SU(5) and also from the ipped SU(5). With the aid of the dis-
crete symmetry suggested from Gepner model, we construct a simple and phe-
nomenologically interesting three-generation model with the aligned SU(5)
U(1)
2
gauge symmetry. The triplet-doublet splitting problem can be solved.
It is also found that there is a realistic solution for solar neutrino problem and
for the -problem. At low energies this model is in accord with the minimal
supersymmetric standard model except for the existence of singlet elds with
masses of O(1)TeV.
1 Introduction
It is very plausible that the Planck scale(M
P l
) is the fundamental scale of the theory
which unies all fundamental interactions. The only known candidate of the consis-
tent Planck scale theory is the heterotic superstring theory. On the other hand, the
standard model is consistent with many of observations at low energies. How does
the superstring theory connect with the standard model ? How does the hierarchical
ramication of the unied interaction occur ? Especially, it is important to clarify the








gauge interactions are unied at the Planck scale, the ramication must
have its origin in the ux breaking associated with the multiply-connectedness of the
compactied manifold. If we have GUT types of gauge group such as SU(5); SO(10)
at the scale smaller than M
P l










is closely related to the longevity of proton. For













)GeV. On the other hand, it is commonly considered that in superstring





)GeV. For this rea-





is due to ux breaking at the Planck scale. However, if there
appear mirror chiral superelds in the eective theory and if an appropriate discrete
symmetry restricts nonrenormalizable interactions to a special form, it is theoretically






The purpose of this paper is to study the GUT type scenario with SU(5) gauge
symmetry in Calabi-Yau string compactication. In this scenario Higgs mechanism










GeV . As a result, we nd a
1
new type of SU(5)U(1)
2
model, which is named the aligned SU(5)U(1)
2
model
by the reason shown later. As is well known, there is a disparity between M
P l
and
the unication scale O(10
16
)GeV of gauge couplings in the minimal supersymmetric
standard model [2]. In the scenario with the aligned SU(5)  U(1)
2
it is possible to
solve such a disparity. In this paper we construct a realistic three-generation model
with the aligned SU(5)  U(1)
2




gauge couplings come together at the scale O(10
17:5
)GeV, while the aligned SU(5)
and U(1)
2
gauge interactions are unied at the Planck scale.
In the four-dimensional eective theory from Calabi-Yau compactication the
gauge symmetryG at the Planck scale becomes a subgroup of E
6
. Phenomenologically









contained in G. In the E
6





Here the three kinds of SU(5)'s are simply classied according to the assignment of
matter elds. In the rst case quark and lepton superelds in 27-representation of
the E
6
belong to 10 and 5

representations of SU(5) as










Here, Q;L stand for SU(2)
L






for singlet superelds. The SU(5) of this case is the standard SU(5) [3] and contains
also U(1)
Y
. Hereafter we denote this SU(5) as SU(5)
S
. In superstring models,
however, we have no Higgs superelds in an adjoint representation. Therefore, the
SU(5)
S
symmetry can not be broken spontaneously into the standard gauge group
G
st
through Higgs mechanism [4] [5]. Thus GUT type of models with SU(5)
S
are
excluded in the scheme of Calabi-Yau compactication.
In the second case quarks and leptons are assigned as
















represents a supereld of conjugate neutrino. This assignment of matter
elds to the representations of SU(5) is the same in the case of the ipped SU(5) 
U(1) model [6][7]. Then we denote the SU(5) of this case as SU(5)
F
. The so-
called ipped SU(5)U(1) model is derived from the compactication in which the
holonomy group is SO(6) [8]. On the other hand, in Calabi-Yau compactication
there is a possibility of the ipped SU(5)  U(1)
2
model. An extra U(1) (U(1)
 
)
gauge symmetry distinguishes the ipped SU(5)  U(1)
2
model from the ipped
SU(5)  U(1) model. From the study of mass spectra it turns out that the ipped
SU(5)  U(1)
2
model is not realistic.
The last case of SU(5)'s is a new type of SU(5). In this case matter elds are
assigned as
10 : Q; g
c
; S;





















where S is a G
st
-neutral supereld and g; g
c
are leptoquark superelds. Higgs-doublet




. All of these superelds referred here consist of the
27 of E
6
. In this case quark and lepton superelds belong separately to six irreducible
representations and are aligned in the front row on the above list. Then a new type
of SU(5) is named the aligned SU(5) and denoted as SU(5)
A
.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briey review the relation be-
tween ux breaking and gauge symmetry at the Planck scale and then carry out the
classication of the gauge groups. It is shown that through the abelian ux breaking
there possibly appear three kinds of SU(5)  U(1)
2
gauge symmetry as mentioned
above. Among them the aligned SU(5)U(1)
2






GeV. In section 3 we nd gauge hierarchies for four types of
models and clarify the processes of symmetry breaking to G
st
. By introducing an ap-
3
propriate discrete symmetry suggested from Gepner model in section 4, we construct
a simple three-generation model with the aligned SU(5)  U(1)
2
gauge symmetry
and discuss its phenomenological implication. In the model the generation and the
anti-generation numbers are 4 and 1, respectively. It is pointed out that there is an
interesting solution for the triplet-doublet splitting problem and for solar neutrino
problem. At low energies this model is in line with the minimal supersymmetric stan-
dard model except for the existence of G
st
-singlet superelds. Section 5 is devoted
to summary and discussion. We also show that there is a realistic solution for the
-problem.
2 Flux breaking mechanism
In Calabi-Yau compactication on multiply-connected manifold K there generally
exists a nontrivial Wilson loop U on K and then the available gauge group G at the
Planck scale is reduced to a subgroup of E
6
. The nontrivial U gives rise to the discrete
symmetry G
d




(K) in the E
6
. Then G consists
of the generators of E
6
which commute with all elements of G
d
. This mechanism is
called ux breaking or Hosotani mechanism [9]. Phenomenologically it is required
that the group G contains G
st
. The generators of E
6





Cartan-Weyl basis, where H
i
's are diagonal generators and E

's are ladder operators






































Under the condition G
st
 G the vector Z is described in terms of three real param-
eters ; ;  as [5]

























+1=3 hold. When U(1)
Y














which is orthogonal to 
2;3
.
Among gauge bosons in the 78 of E
6
, there are three kinds of (3; 2) gauge bosons




[5]. We denote three representatives of root vectors







numbers of these root vectors are

(A)
: (3; 2; 5=3; 0; 0);

(B)
: (3; 2; 1=3; 1; 1); (6)

(C)























) =  ; (Z; 
(B)
) =  ; (Z; 
(C)
) =  : (7)
The gauge group G at the Planck scale is determined depending on values of these
parameters ; ; . From Eq.(2), if we obtain




becomes a generator of G. To the contrary, if we get
(Z; ) 6 0 mod 1; (9)
the E

is not a generator of G. In the case ; ;  6 0 we do not have any kinds of
SU(5) symmetry and all three kinds of (3; 2) gauge boson become massive at O(M
P l
)
[5]. On the other hand, when one of ; ;  becomes zero (mod 1), there appear three
kinds of SU(5) symmetry as






























spectively. As will be discussed in the next section, depending on the relations be-
tween two nonzero parameters the gauge group G varies from SU(5)  U(1)
2
to
SU(6)SU(2) and is classied into four cases. For a moment, we concentrate on the
case G = SU(5)  U(1)
2
. Irreducible decompositions of the 27 matter elds under
SU(5)  U(1)
2
















should become massive via Higgs mechanism. However,
there are no (3; 2; 5=3) chiral superelds in the 27 which would be absorbed to give
masses to (3; 2; 5=3) gauge superelds. Thus in the case (A) we can not construct
6








, when S develops



































In this case a quark-doublet supereld Q is absorbed by (3; 2; 1=3) gauge superelds
via Higgs mechanism. The (3; 2; 1=3) gauge superelds gain masses of order hSi.
Proton decay is caused not only by the interactions of (3; 2; 1=3) gauge superelds
but also by the interactions of leptoquark superelds g and g
c




model we have four independent Yukawa coupling constants 
(r)
(r = 1  4) which




















































where the generation indices are omitted and 's are all expected to be O(1). From
Eq.(14) leptoquark superelds g and g
c
also gain masses of the order hSi through




Sg. Thus, at energies below hSi, g and g
c
decouple
from the eective theory. Therefore, if hSi is equal to or larger than O(10
16
)GeV,
this model is consistent with proton stability.


























develops a nonzero VEV, a quark-doublet supereld Q is absorbed to give
masses of O(hN
c

























































In the symmetry breaking due to a nonzero hN
c
i, leptoquark superelds g and g
c
can
not gain masses of O(hN
c
i). Unless S develops a large VEV, we are led to the fast pro-














this scheme of symmetry breaking it is impossible for us to get a large Majorana-







S take a common value 
(3)
, we can not solve the triplet-doublet splitting









model is quite dierent from the ipped SU(5)  U(1)


























 1) which appear in the ipped SU(5)  U(1) model are forbidden. As a
consequence, unlike in the ipped SU(5)  U(1) model the triplet-doublet splitting





When all but one of ; ;  are zero (mod 1), there appears an SO(10)  U(1)
gauge group. In this case we also have three kinds of model. For instance, in the
case ;   0 and  6 0 the SO(10) referred here is the same as the usual one. As
8
mentioned above, not only the case   0 but also the case   0 are unfavorable.
Thus we have no possibilities of the SO(10)  U(1) gauge symmetry.
Next we consider the case of non-abelian ux breaking. Root vectors of the
E
6
perpendicular to those of G
st




). Since these root







. Since we have no realistic






should be already separated in
the non-abelian ux breaking at the Planck scale.
3 Gauge hierarchies
As discussed in the previous section, the realistic scenarios with SU(5)U(1)
2
gauge
symmetry are limited only to the case (B) of ux breaking
  0; ;  6 0: (17)
Then we proceed to study the case (B) including the aligned SU(5)  U(1)
2
model.
To explain large Majorana-masses of right-handed neutrinos, we now consider the












represents the susy breaking scale of O(1)TeV. Some of Gepner models
[13] potentially implement this hierarchical type of symmetry breaking.
To maintain supersymmetry down to m
susy
, the D-terms should vanish at large
scales hSi and hN
c
i. It is realized by assuming the existence of mirror chiral super-
elds of S and N
c




i. In what follows we
take up this scheme of symmetry breaking. The gauge group G in the region ranging
from the Planck scale to the scale hSi is classied into four cases depending on the
relations between  and . For example, when      0, there appears SU(2)
R




). Chiral superelds in the 27 of
9
E6
are decomposed into the irreducible representations of G. These situations are
summarized as follows;
(B1)  +        0 : G = SU(6)  SU(2)
R

















(B2)  +   0;    6 0 : G = SU(6)  U(1)
R



















(B3)  +  6 0;     0 : G = SU(5)  SU(2)
R
 U(1)
(10; 1; 2) : Q; g
c
; S
(5; 1; 4) : L; g
(5













(B4)  +  6 0;    6 0 : G = SU(5)  U(1)
R
 U(1)
(10; 0; 2) : Q; g
c
; S
(5; 0; 4) : L; g
(5











(1; 1; 5) : E
c
(1; 1; 5) : N
c
When S develops a nonzero VEV, the gauge group G is spontaneously broken
10
into a smaller group G
0
. For each case we have
(B1) G
0






























The SU(4) in the cases (B1) and (B2) is the Pati-Salam SU(4) [15]. In the cases (B1)
and (B2), (4; 2), (4

; 2) and (1; 1) gauge superelds under SU(4) SU(2)
L
absorb a
pair of Q;L and Q;L and (S   S)=
p
2 via Higgs mechanism. In the cases (B3) and
(B4), (3; 2), (3






of Q and Q and (S   S)=
p
2.
In the subsequent symmetry breaking due to nonzero hN
c









































2 are absorbed. In the







4 A simple model





. To obtain three-generation models at low energies, the dierence
between the generation number and the anti-generation number should be three at
the Planck scale. Concretely, here the generation number and the anti-generation









ing from the symmetry of the compactied manifold, nonrenormalizable terms of










are 1 and k, respectively, the nonrenormalizable terms incorporated only by


























































represents the compactication scale and ; b and c are real constants








whose running behavior is controlled by the renormalization group equation, becomes
negative in the energy region O(10
17
)GeV. As investigated in Ref.[10], carrying out































Through Higgs mechanism (3; 2) and (3

; 2) gauge superelds become massive at
the scale hS
0
i = hSi. It is Q
0
and Q that are absorbed by (3; 2) and (3

; 2) gauge
superelds. Since gauge interactions are diagonal with respect to the generation




and S. Thus at energies below hS
0
i = hSi only three generations of quark
Q
i





also absorbed by a gauge supereld associated with a diagonal generator. Remaining
massless S elds become S
i









) gain their masses of order hS
0






















as a matrix with respect to the indices i; j. If this matrix is rank four, all g and g
c



























remains massless and the other three pairs of them become
massive at the scale hS
0







dierent irreducible representations of SU(5)
A







have distinct structure with respect to their ranks. In

























In the subsequent symmetry breaking due to a nonzero hN
c
0
i there possibly appear












's vanish for all i
and j, these mixings are avoidable. The condition 
(4)
ij0
= 0 can be explained under

















; L and E
c
also have four generations and an anti-





























































































. In fact, by substituting S
0








































































; L and E
c
.










2 is absorbed by a gauge supereld. By assigning
appropriate charges to N
c
i
, we can obtain large Majorana-masses of N
c
, which lead
to suciently small neutrino masses by see-saw mechanism. As shown in Ref.[10],












































-singlet superelds are limited only to S
i
(i =
1; 2; 3) and to
S
0
















whose masses are O(m
susy
).














are 1 and 5, respectively.































In this case we get x = 10
 0:86
























































obtained here solve the solar neutrino problem [10]. At
energies belowM
M
this model is in accord with the minimal supersymmetric standard
model except for the existence of singlet elds S
i
(i = 1; 2; 3) and S
0
.







gauge couplings should be unied
at the scale hSi but not at the Planck scale. On the other hand, due to possible
existence of gauge kinetic mixing terms unication of abelian gauge couplings is not
straightforward [16]. Here we conne ourselves to non-abelian gauge couplings. The












(i = 3; 2) (33)
with t = ln(=
0




































becomes 3 and 4, respectively. To the contrary, in the minimal supersymmetric
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at the scale hSi and Eqs.(19) and (21). As








is concerned, the two-loop eect gives only
a small correction to the one-loop eect. After numerical calculations we nd that




gauge couplings at the scale
hSi is consistent with experimental data. Detailed renormalization group analysis of
gauge couplings including abelian ones will be presented elsewhere.
5 Summary and Discussion
In Calabi-Yau string compactication, there possibly exist three kinds of SU(5) 
U(1)
2






. Among them realistic
models can be constructed only in the case of the aligned SU(5)  U(1)
2
gauge
symmetry, in which the SU(5) diers from the standard SU(5) and also from the





scale is spontaneously broken into G
st
by two stages when G
st
-neutral elds in the
27 of E
6
develop nonzero VEVs. At the rst stage, when the eld S in 10 of SU(5)
A



















is attributed to a nonzero VEV of N
c
.





gauge couplings come together at the scale hSi = O(10
17:5
)GeV.












In this paper we constructed a simple three-generation model with the aligned
SU(5)  U(1)
2
. Under appropriate charge assignments of Gepner type of discrete
symmetry mass spectra of the model comes down to as follows. Through Higgs
mechanism at the scale hS
0
i, chiral superelds Q
0














also gain their masses. At the next stage of symmetry
































through the nonrenormalizable inter-
actions. Chiral superelds N
c
i




















x also via nonrenormalizable interactions. Thus,
the triplet-doublet splitting problem and solar neutrino problem can be solved with


















































+ S). The model obtained here is in accord with the minimal
supersymmetric standard model except for the existence of singlet elds S
i
(i = 1; 2; 3)
and S
0
with masses of O(m
susy
).
In the present model we can nd a realistic solution also for the -problem. Since







































 1TeV and k = 5, one nds
  100GeV : (41)
This is a plausible solution for the -problem. Moreover, there is a possibility that
the present model gives a plausible interpretation of quark/lepton mass hierarchy.
The problem will be studied in detail elsewhere [17]. The discrete symmetry of the
compactied manifold as well as the supersymmetry breaking and the gauge hierarchy
plays an important role in connecting the superstring theory with the standard model
and in determining the parameters of the standard model.
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Table I Irreducible decompositions of the 27 matter superelds under three
















, respectively. The numbers in parentheses are the dimensions of the
SU(5) representations and the quantum numbers of U(1)
2
.
Table II The generation and anti-generation structure of matter superelds in a



























































( 5; 0; 4) g; H
u
L; g g; H
d
















































( 5; 0; 4) (L; g)
i
(i = 0; 1; 2; 3) (L; g)




(i = 0; 1; 2; 3) (E
c
)




(i = 0; 1; 2; 3) (N
c
)
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